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Abstract—High voltage insulators are mainly used to support
transmission lines. This paper focuses on simulating the electric
field along the surface of contaminated Silicone Rubber (SIR)
insulators. The electric field (EF) distribution is important to
determine the EF stress occurring on the insulator surface. So,
the EF distribution is analyzed using a FEM tool in MATLAB
under various conditions. Two types of insulators, straight and
alternate sheds, were considered. Results showed that higher EF
stresses occurs on the trunk portions of both straight shed and
alternate shed types. Also, the results showed higher EF
magnitude on the straight shed compared to the alternate shed,
under both clean and contamination conditions.
Keywords-electric field distribution; electric potential; finite
element method; silicone rubber insulator; water droplet

burden of being the main insulating part and also of being the
main load-bearing member be it in suspension, cantilever or
compression modes. Sheds made from various non-ceramic
materials are shaped and spaced over the rod in various ways to
protect the rod and to provide maximum electrical insulation
between the attachment ends (also considering weather
patterns). End fitting transmits the mechanical load to the core.
They are usually made of metal. The most commonly used
housing material for composite insulators is SIR due to its
properties related to surface hydrophobicity [1-8]. The effect of
contamination on SIR insulator is usually analyzed by placing
dust along with droplets on the surface while a voltage source
is applied to one end (usually the lower electrode).
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electrical insulators are electrically insulating components
used in various electrical installations. The main aim of this
paper is to focus on simulating the electric field (EF)
distribution around a silicon rubber (SIR) insulator under
various conditions using MATLAB. Insulators may fail when
pollutants accumulate on their surface and certain
environmental stresses occur [1-8]. These conditions are
commonly seen in the field with in-service insulators located
near polluting sources like coastal areas and agricultural fields
[1-8] . The EF distribution is important to find the electric field
stress occurring on the SiR insulator surface under various
conditions. Two types of insulators, having straight and
alternate sheds were used for analysis of EF along insulators.
Up until 1963, the insulator manufacturing industry produced
mainly ceramic (glass and porcelain) insulators. But in the
recent years, composite (SIR) insulators have gained a large
share of the market. Compare to conventional insulators,
silicon rubber insulators offer certain obvious advantages such
as low weight, but the most significant advantage is related to
their hydrophobic surface that allows them to operate fault and
maintenance free in polluted areas [1-8]. To analyze the
characteristics of SIR insulators, modeling and simulations
were done under different contaminated conditions. SIR
insulator consists of the FRP core, housing, sheds and metal
end fittings. The core of a non-ceramic insulator has the dual
www.etasr.com

FEM

Four classical methods for solving the partial differential
equations (PDE) are the charge simulation method (CSM), the
finite difference method (FDM), the boundary element method
(BEM) [9] and the finite element method (FEM) [10-12]. Out
of these four, FEM has a dominant position because of its
strong interchangeability [13-15]. The finite element approach
is based on the suggestion of building an elaborate object with
easy blocks or dividing an elaborate object into small and
manageable pieces. In FEM the area is split right into a finite
number of elements. These elements are related at nodes. A
suite of linear algebraic equations are to be solved in case of
linear issues. Higher precision may also be accomplished by
increasing the number of elements and for a discretized
problem approximation results in a set of sparse equations. This
leads to resolve issues with a number of unknown nodal values.
Finite element methods are enormously versatile and
powerful and can permit designers to obtain know-how
concerning the electrical stresses taking place on the outside of
insulators [14-15]. Regardless of the big advances which were
made in establishing finite element applications, the received
outcome ought to be cautiously examined before applied in real
conditions. Essentially the biggest challenge of finite element
methods is that the resolution accuracy is traditionally a
function of the mesh decision. Any regions of enormously
centered electrical stress have to be carefully analyzed with the
usage of a sufficiently sophisticated mesh. Today's finite
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element applications are powerful tools which have come to be
more and more indispensible to insulator design and
evaluation. However, additionally they make it effortless for
users to make errors.
III.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this study, clean and contaminated conditions have been
simulated with the use of PDE tool in MATLAB. The two
dimensions of SIR insulator under contaminated and clean
conditions for FEM analysis are shown in Figures 1 and 5. The
finite element discretization results are shown in Figures 2 and
6. The simulation result under clean condition is illustrated in
Figure 3. Also, the simulation result under contamination
conditions are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. As illustrated in
Figures 7 and 8 the dusts along with droplets have the most
effect on EF along insulator. In case of straight SIR insulator,
situation of contamination is simulated by means of putting
dust and 42 drops as shown in Figure 5a. The simulation
outcomes are illustrated in Figures 7a and 7b with dust and
drops. In step with obtained results, existence of various dusts
TABLE I.
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together with drops would create EF enhancement on insulator.
It is also observed that the stresses occuring on the trunk
portions of insulator are high compare to other portions of
insulator.
In case of an insulator with alternate sheds, condition of
contamination is simulated via placing dust and 56 drops as in
Figure 5b. The simulation outcomes are illustrated Figures 8a
and 8b with dust and drops. According to obtained results, the
existence of dust and water drops would create EF
enhancement on insulator surface. It is observed that the field
stresses occuring on insulator trunks are high compare to other
portions of insulator. The results illustrated in Figures 4 and 9
show that the highest EF occur on the trunk portion than shed
portion for both straight and alternate shed SIR insulators. The
EF stress on insulator of straight shed SIR is higher than the
insulator of alternate shed SIR from Table I under clean
condition and from Table II under contamination condition.
Also EF stress occurring on straight shed SIR insulator is 7% to
31% higher than stress occurring on the alternate shed insulator
under various conditions.

ELECTRIC FIELD COMPARISON - CLEAN INSULATORS

Max. Electric field E (KV/c.m) on insulator
S. No.

Type of Insulator

Under Clean Condition
Near Ground

Near HV end

1
2

Straight Shed
Alternate Shed

2.75
2.4

TABLE II.

Between Sheds

2.75
2.4

1.4
1.25

ELECTRIC FIELD COMPARISON – POLLUTED INSULATORS

Max. Electric field E (KV/c.m) on insulator
S. No.

Type of Insulator

1
2

Straight Shed
Alternate Shed

With Cement Dust and water drops
Near HV
Near
Between
end
Ground
Sheds

2.5
2.35

a. Straight shed insulator
Fig. 1.

1.5
1.2

2.9
2.2

2.9
2.0

1.65
1.35

b. Alternate shed insulator

2D view of SIR insulator under clean condition for FEM analysis.

a. Straight shed insulator
Fig. 2.
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2.5
2.35

With Plywood Dust and water drops
Near HV
Between
Near Ground
end
Sheds

b. Alternate shed insulator

Discretization results under clean condition for FEM analysis.
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a. Straight shed insulator
Fig. 3.

a. Straight shed insulator
Fig. 4.

a. Straight shed insulator
Fig. 5.
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b. Alternate shed insulator
EF Distribution under clean conditions.

b. Alternate shed insulator
EF along insulator under clean conditions.

b. Alternate shed insulator

b. Alternate shed insulator

Discretization results under contamination condition for FEM analysis.

a. Cement dust and drops
Fig. 7.
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2D view of SIR insulator under contamination condition for FEM analysis.

a. Straight shed insulator
Fig. 6.
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b. Plywood dust and drops

Electric Field along straight shed SIR insulator considering contamination.
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a. Cement dust and drops
Fig. 8.

b. Plywood dust and drops

Electric Field along alternate shed SIR insulator considering contamination.

a. Straight shed insulator
Fig. 9.

IV.

b. Alternate shed insulator
Electric Field along insulator under contamination.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, EF distributions were investigated by using a
PDE tool in MATLAB to simulate clean and polluted SIR
insulators of two types: straight and alternate shed. According
to the obtained results, higher EF stresses occur on the trunks
of both straight and alternate shed SIR insulators and EF stress
also depends on the pollutants. Higher EF is computed in the
case of straight shed insulators (7% to 31% higher).
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